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And many more...
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What are the 
security 

implications of 
such a mapping ?
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Trusted Terminal : Experimental Setup

Insert the BEST
quantum memory here 
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Trusted Terminal : Results
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operation.
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General Security Framework

Minimize 
losses AND error 

using semidefinite 
programming (SDP)
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Unified Optimization Framework :
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- Optimize over both errors and losses with semidefinite programming (SDP)

Discrete Variables with Infinite Dimensions :
- How can we express our problem in finite dimensions ?

Figures of Merit :
- Trusted terminal : quantum measurements
- Untrusted terminal : acceptance of classical data

Quantum Memory :
- Time-dependent security proof
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Trusted terminal

Trusted terminal Untrusted terminal

Excess losses fd are very hard to detect 
even for zero error.

Noise and loss tolerance can be 
improved with phase randomization.
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How can the 
adversary exploit the 
quantum memory to 

get more information?
Retrieval efficiency 

decreases 
with time

Some physical 
processes preserve 

information
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NEXT : Implement the protocol with a quantum memory !
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